
THE SYSTEM
The system is a series of trellis style support wires, 8’ to 9’ in the 
air with appropriately placed posts to support them. The edge 
wires are threaded through the loops of the netting’s edge, and 
the support wires hold the netting over the rows. The netting is 
installed only once and can be pulled along the wires to cover 
the crop, and at the end of the season can be slid back to be 
bunched and stored on the ends of the plot, still attached to 
the support wires. Side curtain netting is similarly installed and 
stored.

Also, many strawberry farmers have found that laying the 
netting directly on the plants and folding it back during picking 
time has been very effective.

The initial investment can vary according to the infrastructure 
already in place. If no structure currently exists, a good rule 
of thumb is the support system costs roughly as much as the 
netting itself. Check out the Smart Net website www.smart-net-
systems.com for informative photos and other information.

Wellscroft offers free design & material cost estimates. We will 
need to know the type of fruit being protected, the width from 

center to center between the rows, how much operating room 
between the inside rows and beyond the two outer sides, and 
finally, the height under the canopy that is needed.

THE NETTING 
The netting is tied polyethylene 
with 7/8” diamond shaped 
holes. The netting comes 
in widths of 20’, 32’, 40’, 50’ 
and lengths of 337’ and 531’. 
For smaller plots, the netting 
also comes in a 50’ x 50’ and 
a 50’ x 100’ size. This netting 
is superior to its competition 
with the design loops woven 
on the edges with a threading 
string already installed. This 
string allows easy threading 
on the support wires. The 7/8” 
diamond shaped holes are the 
optimum size to keep birds 
out without letting them get 
caught in the netting.

Smart Net Systems
Anti-Bird Crop Protection Netting

Above: A Smart Net protects a 
young vineyard from birds and 
other aerial predators.
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Wellscroft Fence Systems is pleased to be offering this very effective, easy to deploy and return anti-bird netting system. We 
offer free design & material cost estimates for your project.

Smart Net Systems (SNS) was developed by Doug Dickson in British Columbia, Canada. It is a system of netting which when 
properly installed covers several acres quickly and easily with a minimal amount of tools and labor.
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SMART NET BIRD NETTING
Large netting arrays to protect small fruit and vineyards from
birds and other aerial predators. For pricing, call Wellscroft  
toll-free at 855-327-6336 or email info@wellscroft.com!

 

    

Size Product # Weight
96” x 100’  SNDEER1  22 lbs. 
96” x 250’  SNDEER25  55 lbs.
Smart Net Cord SNCORD  2.2 lbs. 

SMART NET ANTI-DEER NETTING
Fast and easy non-electric deer protection, can be hung on
wood posts, steel T-posts, or trees, every 15’ - 25’. Netting is 
black, polyethylene 2’’ x 2’’ mesh and comes with woven-in 
polyester support and tensioning line at top and bottom.  
Has a 15-year life expectancy.
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Size Product # Weight
20’ x 337’ SN20-337  24.5 lbs.
20’ x 531’ SN20-531  38.7 lbs. 
26’ x 337’ SN26-337  31.8 lbs.
26’ x 531’ SN26-531  50.3 lbs. 
32.8’ x 337’ SN32-337  39.6 lbs.
32.8’ x 531’ SN32-531  62.5 lbs.
40’ x 337’ SN40-337  48.4 lbs.
40’ x 531’ SN40-531  76.3 lbs. 
50’ x 50’ SN50-50  7.2 lbs.
50’ x 100’ SN50-100  14.4 lbs. 
50’ x 337’ SN50-337  60.4 lbs.
50’ x 531’ SN50-531  96 lbs.
13’ x 337’ for Side SN13-337  15.9 lbs. 
Smart Net Clips SNCLIP  1,000 pcs.
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